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Looking back at the start of the semester, I had no confidence when it

came to my writing because  I had a rough start for my first year at college

and was too lost to ask for advice. But this semester I learned that it is ok

to have mistakes because it can help you make your writing better

decisions as a writer and try to proofread my work. Having a meeting with

professor Hall helps to understand the error of my mistakes and it is ok to

ask for help such as the writing center, this helps me communicate more in

my professional field as a forensic crime instigator when it comes to filing a

report. I think in the future I should learn from how I want to interpret

what I’m saying so my reader can understand what I’m saying or

persuading them.

Having dealing with the personal problems that happened in 2021 land

felt that English 1121 help My bright my day up a bit in morning to see

what is going to be on today lesson.

Unit 1:

Unit 1 was not my best paper but I really had a lot of fun with my topics

and I didn't know that my topics were too hard to mess up but I gave it my

all but my revision paper. The problem when  comes to my writing I have

troubles explaining with myself how and want to word thing to make it

sound clear

My favorite part of my paper is explaining how gacha works and all its

mechanics. And had a blast writing this paper again.



Unit 2

Unit 2 is where I had difficulty understanding things. Which how my word

didn't come right on paper than my head because I still had that problem

writing how I wanted to explaining my research paper

Unit 2 has been the tough paper to get by but I gave it my all in this revision

version of my paper.im starting to notice my research paper aren't my

strength when it comes to writing

Unit 3: my comics

My comics are about how I dealt during the pandemic within the epicenter

of all of New york. I try my best on doing the comics even though I have

trouble with how to be more flashy when it comes to comics.

In conclusion  I hope to get to become a better writer in the future and

learn from my mistakes in the future.


